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Abstract. The thermal properties of suspended thin films prepared by the micro-machining
process have been measured using the 3ω dynamic method coupled to a Völklein geometry. A
transducer (heater/thermometer) centered on the membrane is driven by an ac current causing
periodic thermal oscillations. The measurement of the temperature oscillation on the membrane
is made at the third harmonic using a Wheatstone bridge set up. Here by coupling the 3ω
method to a Völklein geometry (suspended membrane) we obtained a highly sensitive technique
to measure the thermal conductance with a resolution of (∆K/K = 10−3 ) and a sensitivity of
the order of nanoWatt/K, thanks to a very sensitive niobium nitride thermometry. This method
is applied to measure the in-plane thermal conductivity of 100 nm silicon nitride membrane, in
the temperature range of 10-275 K.

1. Introduction
Membrane heat conduction has always been a key issue in the study of the thermal transfer
in low dimensional structures [1]. The reduction in the contribution of phonon to the thermal
conductivity is a very active subject of research [2, 3, 4]. Reduced size effects are studied on the
heat conduction or heat storage (heat capacity) [5, 6], but also on the phonon mean free path
[7], on the dispersion relation [8] or on the transmission coefficient [2, 9]. This confinement effect
may have significant consequences in the thermal properties of phononic crystals, nanoparticles
embedded in a matrix, nanomembranes or in the presence of rough surfaces etc... Therefore there
is growing need for thermal characterization of grown thin films where the thermal properties
may strongly depend along which axis they are measured. Hence, their measurements need
adapted experimental techniques from high temperature [1] to low temperature [10].
The need for precise measurements of very thin films or membranes imposes to work with
suspended systems. However, very few techniques permit such achievement on membrane and
nanowire [11, 12, 13, 14], especially when a high sensitivity is necessary. Here we report on a
very sensitive dynamic method based on a mix of the Völklein and the 3ω methods to measure
the in-plane thermal conductance of membranes [15, 16]. The sensor is constituted by a thin
rectangular suspended membrane with a highly sensitive thermometer lithographied in the center
of the membrane. The thermal gradient is established between the center of the membrane and

Figure 1. Pattern of the heater/thermometer line on the SiN membrane (a). Cross section
schematic of the Völklein geometry (b). The width of the heater/thermometre line is typically
20µm, the width of the membrane is equal to 200µm and the length (1.0mm).
the frame which is regulated in temperature. The thermal conductance is deduced from the
voltage signal measured at the third harmonic appearing across the transducer.
2. Experimental
The measurement system is constituted by a heater-thermometer centered along the long axis
of a rectangular membrane as shown in Fig.1. The principle of the method is as follows: a
sinusoidal Joule heating is generated by an a.c. electric current flowing across a transducer
and then a temperature oscillation appears. The center of the membrane is thermally isolated
from the frame and hence its temperature is free to increase. The amplitude of the temperature
increase or its dependence on the frequency of the excitation is entirely related to the thermal
properties of the membrane. By measuring the V3ω voltage appearing across the transducer, it
is possible to deduce the thermal conductivity and the specific heat. The transducer is made
out of a material (NbN niobium nitride) whose resistance is strongly temperature dependant,
see Fig.2.a. It serves as a thermometer and heater at the same time.
The amorphous SiN film, which have the advantage to be KOH resistant, are grown on both
side of a silicon substrate by chemical vapor deposition. The 1 mm long and 200 µm large
membranes are patterned on the rear side by photolithography. After removing the silicon
nitride by SF6 Reactive Ion Etching, the exposed silicon on the rear side is removed in KOH
etching. Finally, rectangular SiN membranes are obtained on the front side.
The transducers are patterned on the membranes using regular clean room processes. They
consist of niobium nitride and are grown using a dc-pulsed magnetron sputtering from a high
purity (99%) Nb target in a mixture of Ar/N2 [17]. Depending on the stoichiometry, the electrical
properties of the NbN can vary a lot. The thermometer has been designed to be sensitive in
the 10 K-300 K temperature range. The resistance of the thermometer is calibrated using a
standard four probe technique between 4 K and 300 K in a 4 He cryostat.
The voltage drop across the thermometer line has a small component at 3ω which is much
smaller than the 1ω signal by a factor of 104 /105 . In the following, we explain how by
using a specific Wheatstone bridge [18] we strongly reduce the component of the measured

Figure 2. Evolution of the resistance (a) and the temperature coefficient of resistance (b) of
the thermometer Re as a function of the temperature.
voltage at angular frequency 1ω. The bridge consists of the measured sample (resistance Re ),
which is the NbN thermometer on the SiN membrane, the reference thermometer (Rref ), an
adjustable resistor Rv and an equivalent non adjustable resistor R1 = 50kΩ as schematized on
the Fig.3. The NbN reference thermometer (or reference transducer) has the same geometry
and is deposited in the same run as the transducer on the membrane.
dR
−1
The temperature coefficient α= −1
R dT , shown on the bottom panel of the Fig.2.b reaches 10
−2
at low temperature and 10 at room temperature, a very high value as compared to regular
thermometer like platinum. The two resistors Rv and R1 are positioned outside the cryogenic
system. If Re = Rref and R1 = Rv , the electrical potential at angular frequency ω is the
same in C and D. Consequently, there is no voltage at the angular frequency ω between C and
D. Since the reference thermometer is not on the membrane, its temperature remains at the
regulated temperature of the bath T b therefore its resistance does not change. The elevation
of temperature of the reference transducer has been estimated to be much less than 10−6 K
[19]. Therefore the bulk silicon underneath the SIN thin film can be considered as an infinite

Figure 3. Schematic of the electrical measurement system including HF filter, preamplifier and
lock-in amplifier. A, B, C and D represent the nodes of the Wheatstone bridge. The V3ω is
measured between C and D. The transducer is referred as Re and the reference resistance as
Rref . The insert presents a schematic of the membrane fixed on the temperature regulated stage
covered by the thermal copper shield.
reservoir as compared to the suspended membrane. Thus, it is possible to measure the V3ω
signal between C and D without the 1ω component saturating the dynamic reserve of the lockin amplifier. The two NbN thermometers have practically the same temperature behavior as
they have been deposited simultaneously on the SiN substrate. However, due to the presence of
inhomogeneity in the deposition process, there is a slight difference of resistance. Thus the Rv
resistor is used to balance the bridge. Thanks to the Wheatstone bridge, the V3ω signal is larger
than to the V1ω signal. The parasitic V1ω component has been reduced by a factor of 105 .
The heating current is generated by applying an alternative voltage of the order of 1 Volt Vac
between A and B with the oscillation output of the DS 360 low distortion generator from Stanford
Research Systems. The measured voltage is frequency filtered (for f≥50 kHz) and preamplified
by a factor of 100 with a low noise preamplifier EPC-1B√
[20]. EPC-1B is a preamplifier developed
at the Institut Néel with an input noise around 1 nV/ Hz between 1 Hz and 1 kHz.
The membrane is installed on a temperature regulated stage and protected by a thermal
shield as schematized on the insert of the Fig.3. The copper shield, which is maintained at
a temperature close to Tb , reduces strongly the radiation heat transfer. The thermal gradient
between the thermal shield and the sample has been estimated to be much less than 1K, giving
a power of 1Watt per meter square exchanged between the membrane and the shield. This is
equivalent to a parasitic thermal conductance of 10−7 Wm−1 K−1 . Consequently, any radiative
heat transfer will be neglected in the following. The stage temperature is regulated with a
stability of the order of few milliKelvin. The stage temperature Tb can be regulated from 10 K
to room temperature.
3. Thermal model of the system
A cross section of the membrane is represented in the Fig.4a. As there is a symmetric axis (the
middle of the transducer) the thermal system can be modeled using half the membrane and half
the heating power. For simplification, as the membrane is thin (e ≤100 nm), we assume that the
part of the membrane just below the NbN transducer is heated like the thermometer. As the
membrane is suspended in vacuum, we assume that the heat can only diffuse along the membrane

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the membrane on which the NbN transducer is deposited. e is
the thickness of the membrane and e0 the thickness of the NbN transducer.(b) Schematic of the
thermal system.
toward the silicon substrate which is at constant temperature Tb . Thus, in first approximation,
we consider a one-dimensional model where the radiative heat loss is neglected thanks to the
thermal shield (between the sample and the measurement cell walls), see Fig.3. Therefore, the
system is modeled as a volume of matter with a total specific heat C 0 and bonded to the thermal
bath by the membrane with a thermal conductivity k. The thermal system is schematized in
the Fig.4b. The total specific heat C 0 take into account both the NbN thermometer and the
part of the membrane below the transducer:
b
b
(1)
C 0 = ρN bN cN bN Le0 + cρ Le
2
2
with c the specific heat and ρ the density of the silicon nitride and L the length of the
thermometer line. The temperature is given by the 1D heat diffusion equation:
∂ 2 T (x, t)
1 ∂T (x, t)
=
2
∂x
D
∂t

(2)

with D the diffusivity of the SiN. Calculations using a 2D model give approximately the same
results.
In order to calculate the solution of Eq. 2, we need initial and boundary conditions. Therefore,
we assume that at t=0, the temperature of the membrane is Tb since the transducer is not heated.
Moreover, we assume that the membrane edge is always at T =Tb . Thus, the boundary condition
can be written as: T (x = 0, t) = Tb . Moreover, the total dissipated power P (t) is used to heat
both the thermometer and the part of the membrane under the thermometer, and the rest of
(x,t)
the membrane: C 0 (T ) ∂T∂t
= P (t) − eLκ ∂T
∂x x=` .
x=`
The general solution of Eq. 2, is:

T (x, t) =
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with ω 0 = D
, S=eL, P0 = 4 0 and I = I0 sin(ωt). After development in Taylor expansion in
first order in ω, the expression of the absolute value of the temperature Tm (`) can be written as
followed:
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with Kp = kS
` , τ = Kp , D the thermal diffusivity and P0 the power dissipated by Joule effect
through the membrane (see Fig.4).
The thermal voltage generated across the thermometer is given by:

U3ω (ω) = Re αT (`, t)I

(5)

with I the current coming through the Re resistance. Then, the general expression of V3ω ,
between C and D, can be written as follows:
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rms is the voltage applied across the Wheatstone bridge (between A and B) and R ,
Where Vac
1
Rv the bridge resistances (see Fig.3). At low frequency, the ω term becomes negligible and the
expression of V3ω can be written in its simpler form as:
rms
|V3ω
(ω)| =

rms )3 (R + R )R2
α(Vac
1
v
e
3
2Kp (R1 + Re ) (R1 + Rv + Rref )

(7)

Thus, at low frequency, V3ω (f ) is constant as a function of the frequency and depends on the
thermal conductivity k of the membrane. After the calibration of Re and Rref , R1 and Rv being
fixed, a measure of V3ω at low frequency allows the calculation of the thermal conductance Kp
using Eq. 7 and hence the thermal conductivity k.
4. Results
The method has been checked using two different measurements. According to equation 7, the
V3ω signal depends on the cube of the Wheatstone bridge voltage Vac . Thus, the V3ω signal has
been measured at different temperatures to check this behaviour. As an example, the 200 K
measurement can be seen on the Fig.5. The linear fit gives a slope very close to 3 which confirms
the cubic behaviour of the V3ω signal versus the applied voltage Vac .
The second way of verification requires a frequency scan measurement. According to the
equation 6, the V3ω signal depends strongly on the angular frequency ω. At low frequency the
square root term tends to 1 and consequently, the V3ω signal becomes constant. As predicted by
the theory, a plateau is observed at low frequency for the V3ω signal (not shown). The thermal
conductivity k can be extracted from the low frequency plateau thanks to the equation 7.
The thermal conductivity of the silicon nitride membrane has been measured between 10 and
275 K. The results for a 100 nm thick silicon nitride membrane are shown in the Fig.6.
The general behaviour is an increase of the thermal conductivity as the temperature is
increased, a usual trend reported in the literature for amorphous silicon nitride films [12, 21, 22].

Figure 5. V3ω signal as a function of the voltage applied across the Wheatstone bridge (Vac )
in logarithmic scales.

Figure 6. Thermal conductivity of a 100 nm thick SiN membrane as a function of the
temperature from 10 to 275K.
A value close to 10 Wm−1 K−1 is obtained at room temperature in agreement with previous
measurements of thermal conductivity on thin silicon nitride membranes [12, 23]. The
experimental values of the thermal conductance Kp are mesured with high sensitivity ∆K
that corresponding to 10−9 W/K and 10−8 W/K at 10 K and 275 K respectively, along with a
resolution of ∆K/K = 10−3 . The power sensitivity at room temperature is below the nanoWatt.
5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated a method to measure thermal conductivity of very thin suspended
membranes based on a mix of the 3ω method and the Völklein method. The performances

of the thermometry as well as the measurement chain have been optimized to obtained a very
sensitive technique (down to few tenth of nanoWatt) with a resolution of approximately 10−3 .
As an illustration of the technique, 100 nm thick silicon nitride membrane as well have been
measured. By adapting the thermometry, measurement from 0.4 K to 400 K can be done easily.
This method can now be used to measure the in-plane thermal conductivity of various
dielectric suspended materials or membrane. This techniques will be adapted to very low
temperature to study dielectric suspended structure. Especially, this opens up very exciting
possibilities for the study of thermal and mechanical properties of amorphous materials below
10K. Coupling nanomechanics and nanothermal measurements [24, 25] will bring new insight in
the still very open subject of phonon transport in silicon nitride materials.
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